Our long-term goals are to understand -to an extent that allows quantitative prediction -important interactions among acoustic propagation, marine organisms, particles (including sediments), solutes and moving fluids. The reason for these goals is to allow us to solve interesting forward and inverse problems in the marine environment.
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IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
Getting better target-strength estimates for mysids will allow conversion of abundance estimates obtained by other means to backscatter estimates. We also anticipate that the better resolution that we can achieve of mysid behaviors by using our existing TAPS-6 (Tracor Acoustic Profiling Systems) instruments in concert with the new BioSonics system will allow us to begin constructing individualbased models of mysid migration. Individual-based modeling (IBM) is a subset of agent-based modeling within complexity theory (Auyang 1998 ) and has several characteristics that distinguish Fig. 1 . Planned array design. The dark hemispheres represent ADCPs (beam patterns not shown). One TAPS will face downward to best resolve near-bottom water, whereas the other will face upward to best resolve near-surface water. ADCPs will be used to provide drift velocities to subtract from velocities indicated by successive particle positions in the DT-X returns. One radial scan for fish abundance is indicated by the yellow, indented disk centered on the DT-X. For velocity estimation of mysid migrations, the beam will be fixed successively in shore-orthogonal and -parallel positions.
it from classical reductionist or holistic approaches (Grimm & Railsback 2005 , p. 55):
• "Theory is neither holist (system-level) nor reductionist (individual-level). We do not assume that ecological systems can be understood from only the system level, but we also do not assume that a system is simply the sum of its individual parts. Systems have properties of completely different types than the properties of individuals, and theory must explain these system properties.
• Theory must therefore be multilevel, linking traits of individuals to properties of the system. We are not interested in understanding all aspects of individual behavior but instead are interested in developing models of individuals that explain important system properties.
• Observational and experimental science at both the individual and system level is the basis for theory development. Such empirical science is important both for discovering the phenomena driving the system and for testing theories."
IBM is also an obvious approach toward understanding of emergence because the constellation of traits associated with emergent mysids overlaps so broadly with published success stories of IBM in explaining and predicting schooling and foraging behaviors under varying risks, dispersal, habitat usage and local reproductive success (Grimm & Railsback 2005, Ch. 6) . What is particularly promising about this approach is that it frequently predicts very different consequences in different environments, as would appear necessary in the case of N. americana. IBMs have already been used in other marine applications (Miller et al. 1998; Grimm et al. 1999; Crain & Miller 2001; Leising 2001) . The variety of IBM that would appear appropriate to mysids assumes that individuals choose behaviors that on average enhance their fitness, and those behaviors are termed 'adaptive traits' (Zhivotovsky et al. 1996) . A successful IBM is generally recognized through correct prediction of often-subtle spatial patterns of distribution and habitat usage (Dieckmann et al. 2000 , Grimm & Railsback 2005 . Both from the standpoint of understanding observations and making models, the words of Pearre (2003) resonate, "...without knowing the actual movements of individuals it seems unlikely that we will be able to understand their causes, nor the effects of vertical migrations on the environment or on the migrators themselves." The split-beam system will at last allow us this level of resolution.
